Wait
less. Live
more.
The Complete
Mobile Solution
for Campus Commerce

A comprehensive solution
for auxiliary services
Express Retail
Pickup

Campus Dining
Delivery

Campus Cards
& Meal Plans

Athletics &
Concessions

Convenience
Stores

Bookstores
& Cafes

Expand the reach of campus retail
Tapingo’s revolutionary mobile ordering and on-demand delivery
system allows campuses to expand their retail footprint and extend
service throughout their campus community.

The business of campus retail is
changing and auxiliary services are
feeling the pressure. Competition is
now just a convenient click away. Rather
than looking to conventional solutions,
existing universities can use mobile
ordering as a tool to retain existing
customers while gaining access to 3
distinct market segments.
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Discover 3
new markets
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ntious Anne

Anne has a tight schedule and rarely
has time to eat between classes.
Too often, she goes hungry.
Tapingo Solution
Expand peak times, increase
throughput and improve service
levels with express pickup.

@techmonic - Even if they live on campus,
2 in 3 students use off-campus restaurants
at least weekly

Now Anne doesn’t have to choose
between class and breakfast.

The Lost Students
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Mike always misses breakfast and
loves to chow down on takeout in
the late afternoon and evening.
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Claire has moved off campus and
now subsists on junk food she can
pick up in a hurry.

Tapingo Solution

Tapingo Solution

Use the Tapingo App to make
on-campus venues more
accessible and convenient.

Expand the reach of campus
dining to the entire community
with Tapingo Delivers.

Now Mike can eat when he needs
to while staying on the meal plan.

Now Claire has access to fresh,
healthy food from her campus.

It all starts with engagement
Tapingo creates a mobile connection between campus
auxiliaries and the students they service. Over time, the
app’s convenience drives record levels of engagement.

The challenge is getting and keeping the students’ attention.

SOCIAL

aLoyalty programs & discounts
aSocial media campaigns
aIn-app targeted messaging
aContest & promotions

PERSONAL

aOn-site launch specialists
aCustomized signage
aStudent coordinators
aEvents & sponsorships

Brand awareness is key
Tapingo partners with national brands to make
usage a daily habit for students and to streamline
operations for the campus.

A better way to eat
on campus
Tapingo’s mobile ordering system is a
proven way to reduce lines, remove congestion
and decrease wait times on campus.

Allows venues to accept campus
or credit card payments through
a PCI Level 1 certified
cloud based platform

Fuels sales at low volume venues
by increasing their digital reach
and driving new traffic through
targeted promotions

Streamlines order flow and
smooths out operational peaks
through a managed ETA system
and scheduled ordering

Offers a single app for restaurant
locations, hours, menus,
nutritional information, specials
& customer feedback

Student orders on
phone or computer

Payment is securely
processed in real time

Order is submitted into
existing dining workflow
Student lives life without
having to stand in line
Dining team efficiently
creates order

Student receives
notification & picks up food

Dining team
notifies customer

Delivery changes
the game
We’re proud to introduce Tapingo Delivers – a
one-of-a-kind service for colleges and
universities. Through a network of local couriers,
we expand the reach of your campus dining
program throughout the entire community.

$
Customer selects
delivery and places
their order

$
Tapingo processes
payment in real time
and instantly submits
the order

$

Order is
dispatched to
Tapingo Courier
via dedicated
Tapingo
Courier app

How do Couriers get around?

Why should we do it?

Couriers use transportation methods
specific to each campus and the
dedicated Courier app optimizes
logistics.

Delivery provides greater convenience
to students, and levels the playing field
for campus dining. As a bonus, it’s free
for universities.

Who runs the program?

What else do I need to know?

Tapingo handles operations and all
costs: overhead, liability, training,
interviews and background checks.

All campus tenders and credit cards
can be accepted. Split tender
transactions are possible through Tapingo.

Dining receives
the order through
a dynamic
ETA system

Customer reviews
& leaves feedback
for Courier
Courier picks up the order
and delivers it to customer

A partnership approach
Offering world class technology and a committed team
of professionals, Tapingo partners with each campus to
ensure success. Through our strategic relationships with
card companies and POS providers, our system allows for
rapid deployment without heavy lifting.
•
Success requires 360º service
From building menus to monitoring trends,
our team provides unmatched support to
you and your students.

24/7
Customer +
Merchant
Support
Dedicated
Growth
Management

Tapingo
Campus
Insights

Custom
Marketing

Dedicated
R&D + Product
Improvement
Onsite
Launch
Support

The right solution catches on
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30,000+
transactions
per day

Hundreds of

on-campus deliveries per
day on major campuses
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Residents average

5+ orders
per week

and your customers rave about it
“As soon as I saw the solution, I
was sold. It was something we
were looking for on campus and
something our students expected.”
Kris Klinger, Assistant Vice President
at the University of Southern California

“We always look for opportunities
to add value, variety, and convenience
to our guests’ experience. Bringing
Tapingo to our campus allows us to
add all three of those.”
Dave Annis, Associate Vice President
at the University of Oklahoma

Never thought I’d value an
app as much as I do @Uber
& @tapingo

I am irrationally excited about
all the new delivery options on
Tapingo

Now I actually can get food
during my 20 minute breaks.

Tapingo is the biggest game
changer since Thomas Edison
invented the lightbulb

If I can’t tapingo it I’m not eating it.

Let’s talk.
sales@tapingo.com

tapingo.com

